Redundancy reducing processes in single neurons.
Interaction mechanisms between excitatory and inhibitory impulse sequences operating on neurons play an important role for the processing of information by the nervous system. For instance, the convergence of excitatory and inhibitory influences on retinal ganglion cells to form their receptive fields has been taken as an example for the process of neuronal sharpening by lateral inhibition. In order to analyze quantitatively the functional behavior of such a system, Shannon's entropy method for multiple access channels has been applied to biological two-inputs-one-output systems using the theoretical model developed by Tsukada et al. (1979). Here we give an extension of this procedure from the point of view to reduce redundancy of information in the input signal space of single neurons and attempt to obtain a new interpretation for the information processing of the system. The concept for the redundancy reducing mechanism in single neurons is examined and discussed for the following two processes. The first process is concerned with a signal space formed by superposing two random sequences on the input of a neuron. In this process, we introduce a coding technique to encode the inhibitory sequence by using the timing of the excitatory sequence, which is closely related to an encoding technique of multiple access channels with a correlated source (Marko, 1966, 1970, 1973; Slepian and Wolf, 1973) and which is an invariant transformation in the input signal space without changing the information contents of the input. The second process is concerned with a procedure of reducing redundant signals in the signal space mentioned before.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)